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Heaven on Earth 

This past week I left Easton late on a rainy afternoon, headed toward the Bay Bridge. The sky 

was dark gray, the clouds dense, the rain steady and cold. Visibility was mediocre at best, and 

trucks would pass spraying water. As I crossed Kent Island this muck continued. I looked up and 

off to the side, somewhere south of Annapolis I’d guess, there was a clear break. It looked like a 

hole in the sky. The sun rays were bright, streaming through this hole in the clouds – streaks of 

clear orange and a sort of purple coming through. 

My ‘here and now’ was bleak – rain continuing as I drove, yet in the distance there was a vision 

of something perfect…or at least close. That afternoon I could only have reached the sunny spot 

had I been able to will my car into being a helicopter, and then zipped to the small ideal spot of 

sun in the few remaining minutes of daylight.  

Despite the rain, and fog, and trucks continuing spray water on my car, the streaming sunlight 

reminded me things would improve. Reminded me of what could be. A glimpse of paradise.    

Paradise.  Some of us shy away from deliberating, at least for too long, about paradise – about 

the make believe. Why spend the time picturing and then hinging our hopes on the idyllic, on the 

improbable? On the land of the perfect?  

Our children didn’t hesitate this morning to imagine their perfect heaven – a place with lots of 

chocolate and snow days! They were doing what our ancestors did. From ancient times, humans 

have established visions for paradise. In their book Saving Paradise, Rebecca Parker and Rita 

Nakashima Brock, studied art and stories about paradise.  

In the Old Testament, images of the creation stories in Genesis about paradise are often depicted 

as four rivers flowing on to the meadows. The Bible describes the garden of delight as abundant 

with flowers, singing and holy mountains.  

Even earlier, the Sumerians in Mesopotamia offered stories of paradise. Of their paradise, Parker 

describes, “.. life was at its most fertile, just, enjoyable and beautiful.” There is a sense of purity; 

a place with ample fresh water, and no conflicts. In this Sumerian paradise she even found there 

were council meetings and all had relatively equal power.  

While paradise was about beauty and abundance, paradise was also about imagining a more just 

world. In some ways paradise served as a yard stick – how close is the everyday world to how it 

should be?   
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The Sumerians situated their paradise on earth, albeit in an undisclosed location. The Persians 

about the same time held similar concepts, but located paradise in another world – in the 

heavens. For them getting into paradise was the reward for those judged as being good; the 

alternative being less enticing. Paradise was tied to a sense of knowing what is good.  

Christianity holds forth the Kingdom of God, where everyone’s needs are met and justice 

prevails. Some hold the kingdom was about making changes on earth; others see the kingdom as 

a vision for later. In any event, these images of paradise present perfect world, a vision of the 

ideal where there is enough; where there is peace and justice.  

How do you think of paradise (if at all) today? 

In the 21
st
 century, the concept of ‘beloved community’ is often set forth as the vision of the 

perfect world.  

Several years ago, I was a lay leader working on a membership brochure for my home UU 

congregation. I was reviewing a draft brochure with my minister. While I can’t recall the exact 

words, I drafted something like, “Be a part of our beloved community. All are welcome.” I was 

trying to get across that we were a vibrant, caring community – a, you know, a beloved 

community.   

Expecting enthusiasm about my draft, my minister asked, “Are you aware that ‘beloved 

community’ has a very particular meaning?” I had some vague association of the term being 

mentioned by Martin Luther King, but ‘no,’ I didn’t know with any specificity what all ‘beloved 

community’ implied. A loving community I’d guess, and related to equality. She had gently 

capitalized on the teaching moment…with a question, not an answer. I didn’t know quite enough 

to ask the next question.  

I did stop using the term for a while. Just having the question in my head – ‘What really is meant 

by beloved community?’ – kept me attuned to new information. A few years later a seminary 

colleague, now UU minister Rev. Nancy Pellegrini, mentioned she’d just completed a final paper 

on ‘beloved community.’ Pay dirt. The Cliff Notes. Nancy shared generously. 

Her paper describes Martin Luther King, Jr’s ‘beloved community’ as a vision of a global society 

a “noble end” of a world of all races, cultures and religions held together by love. His ‘beloved 

community’ is a network of mutuality, where our destinies are tied – all in the world together. 

For King, ‘beloved community’ was a vision – a vision he saw as achievable in history, though 

he also shared with followers the vision was likely not to be realized in his lifetime. But, yes, 

achievable. King, who didn’t invent the term, but likely adopted it from Josiah Royce, saw the 

work of making and remaking community at the core of reaching the ideal, and found it was a 
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betrayal of the community when the focus is not about love of one another. And the ‘one 

another’ was everyone.  

In King’s ‘beloved community’ power must be distributed – actually redistributed. For King, 

without power redistribution, there was no liberty. For King, beloved community was about all 

being empowered to participate. Freedom and racial integration were the building blocks of 

‘beloved community.’  

In his book Simple, Not Easy Terrence Roberts, one of the African American teenagers who 

integrated Central High School in Little Rock in 1957, describes ‘beloved community’ as true 

community. He recalls King’s understanding of “the need to build true community; one that was 

not crisscrossed by lines of demarcation, not a Balkanized collection of color coded enclaves, but 

a society of human beings working together to accomplish shared goals and objectives. The 

beloved community includes everybody. There are no outsiders.”  No outsiders.  

While the term ‘beloved community’ is a noun – an ideal of what could be, King was about the 

building of true community – the verb, the action. Implicit in King’s vision of ‘beloved 

community,’ was to build ‘beloved community’ through nonviolence and loving one’s enemies.  

Rev. Fred Muir, the long-time minister UU Church of Annapolis, gave the Berry Street Essay to 

the nationwide gathering of UU minsters in 2012. He shared research is showing that religious 

communities that are living as (or into) beloved community are what many seek as a faith home. 

He sees there is a longing to get away for individualism, and beloved community offers in effect 

an antidote. Keeping beloved community as a mission is a way to shift from our own concerns to 

the concerns of all humanity. It’s about asking, who is our neighbor, and then thinking broadly 

about the answer.   

Muir points out UUs have not always come by this naturally. In the 19
th

 century, Ralph Emerson 

and other Unitarians championed individualism, and saw little value in communities built 

through this type of struggle.  

Pendulums do shift. By the early 20
th

 century, UU minister and theologian James Luther Adams, 

emphasized religious community, finding free religion “is always about life-giving community 

and necessarily takes place in community.” Adams talked of the common good – something 

shared or beneficial for all and found moving toward the common good is done through 

cooperation – through community. Not unlike beloved community.  

On the path toward beloved community, King found also that it was critical to live like beloved 

community exists so as to hasten its coming. To be open to the pull of love…the push of love.  

The work of King on ‘beloved community’ has continued well after his death – not a stagnant 

vision. UUs do use the term ‘beloved community’ is the work of setting vision – to guide broader 
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justice work, and congregational purpose and to include accountability in the mix. Fred Muir 

shares that often the hardest work of creating beloved community begins in our own 

congregations. Do we model beloved community? What are our responsibilities to one another as 

neighbor? Have we distributed power?  

In time I’ve come to better understand my minister’s challenge to my naïve perspective of our 

congregation. I sensed our pleasant, polite, caring made it ‘beloved community.’ King’s vision of 

‘beloved community’ challenged these surface skills of order across society.   

I asked Maureen to share her story to becoming a part of our community to highlight that UUFE 

is not a congregation in isolation. The Chalice Lighter grants that Ann Davis mentioned are a 

part of offering our gifts beyond our walls. A Chalice Lighter gives into a fund so others will 

have opportunity to build community, as other congregations have done for us. It’s the work of 

being neighbor to those we don’t know. It’s a step in the living into (or living as) ‘beloved 

community’ as if it existed. It’s giving grounded not on quid pro quo and guaranteed returns, but 

on a sense of shared hope and trust in another’s vision.  

What do you hold forward as paradise – as heaven experienced on earth? Even if the path is 

unclear, knowingly rocky and risky, is there an ideal image that might help guide this 

congregation? What might we trust together?  

A few years ago, Paula Cole Jones, a UU leader active in racial justice work, observed 

predominantly white UU congregations often put UU Principles at the core of their vision of 

what could be, and build programs around these affirmations. She hypothesizes there is a 

tendency for those in power to structure community around rules – around the principles. In 

contrast, she observes many people of color put the vision of beloved community in the center 

and drew from many sources, including the UU Principles, to bring the vision closer to reality. 

Is that an important distinction? Where is our shared vision for the future – our sense of a vision 

grounded in justice?  

By late in my seminary career, I had a better understanding of the term ‘beloved community.’ In 

my Credo paper – the ‘what do I believe? paper at the end of seminary -  I wrote, “I want to help 

create a beloved community where the principles of justice prevail and all are held accountable 

to the vision. In this world, everyone is in the community belongs and is nurtured. I would 

consider this a world in which all are saved.”   

For me, a vision ‘beloved community’ serves as a helpful vision of paradise – a paradise here on 

earth. An image of what could and should be. I want to be held accountable in the work of 

building ‘beloved community.’  
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Part of the challenge of declaring a bold vision of a barrier-free society, is we then need to ask, 

what am I willing to risk (to sacrifice) to move in that direction? Terrence Roberts, the civil 

rights leader who was in Little Rock, in 2001 shared, “The beloved community will remain 

forever a figment of our imagination unless we are willing to engage in the hard word necessary 

to bring it to fruition.” 

Is this our work? 

King’s ‘I Have a Dream’ speech in 1963 captured the essence of his vision for beloved 

community. Words we learn the words better each year. “…I have a dream that my four children 

will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the 

content of their character…”   

May we accept the challenge of Martin Luther King’s dream to live into beloved community – a 

dream of racial justice, a dream of economic justice. A dream for a world community without 

barriers – a community held together in love.  

Together may we commit to the work of building the world we dream about.    

May It Be So 


